Ask Catherine

November 11, 2020

Introduction:

Starting last week, we are publishing the *Ask Catherine* section of Catherine's weekly commentary on Wednesdays. We include questions sent to askcatherine@solari.com and posted at Subscriber Input.

Thanks for your questions!

Organized by Categories:

- Cash and Precious Metals
- Covid-19
- Feedback
- Going Direct Reset
- Health
- Local Gatherings
- Recommended Links
- Shadow Work
- Take Action
- Testimonials State of Our Currencies
- Conclusion
- Additional Resources
Cash and Precious Metals

Question:
No precious metals questions

CAF Notes & Links:

Covid-19

Question:
No Covid-19 questions – one hugely intelligent commentary

Dear Catherine,

Your recent interviews with attorneys have been most inspiring. In general, I listen to them twice. As a cancer surgeon and a member of the Leadership Council of the Harvard School of Public Health I’d like to say, “Lawyers are our ‘first responders’ now! Go with God, guys; you’re going to need all the help you can get.

And, oh but isn’t it convenient that the “number of COVID cases is rising” apart from any appreciable increase in related hospitalizations, just at the moment that the announcement of the impeding release of first vaccine scrawls across the bottom of ours screens: steer clear! Call 911 for an attorney.

All the best to you and your wonderful tribe. Doc

CAF Notes & Links:

Feedback
Question:

Hi Catherine,

I have just joined as a subscriber from Brisbane, Australia and feel like I have just discovered the smartest person I am yet to encounter. Your ability to share the depth and breadth of your knowledge is remarkable, and I do see you playing a really important role in simplifying complex issues to help more people understand and become curious about what is actually happening.

I love the way you describe the tracks, and the way they don’t want you to know the tracks all join up and please keep reinforcing this message as I feel it is so important in keeping a focus on what is actually going on.

I appreciate you delivering some quite dark messages in a very measured way, and the way you can laugh has been a good reminder of the important role a good giggle will play in keeping us sane.

Thank you again, the information you provide will be important for my own and my families journey through whatever the next little while holds.

Kindest Regards

CAF Notes & Links:

Question:

Hello Catherine,

I just want to note that sadly, you were correct about Julian Assange. When he was captured by the British close to 2 years ago you were pretty alarmed by it. I noticed that Dan Bongino and other sort of mainstream Trump supporters were saying at the time that Assange would be in prison only a
few weeks. They were completely wrong about that and you were correct.

CAF Notes & Links:

Sadly, their goal is a slow kill. Poison, highly unhealthy jail conditions. And on.

Deep State Tactics 101 - 1-XII

Question:

Dear Catherine

My small local bank has just merged with 2 extremely large banks and all their fees are going up. I am going to look for another local bank and believe I have found a good state bank. Can you tell me where on the solari site i can find pertinent questions to ask of a prospective bank such as where they concentrate their investments etc, or if not, can you please give me some tips. Many thanks,

CAF Notes & Links

How to find a local bank
https://home.solari.com/how-to-find-a-local-bank/

2 Solari Reports in the library on my bank

If others – consider teaming up and asking for special presentation

Question:

Hi Catherine!

FYI - truly, I appreciate the daily prayer book. Each day the devotional
scriptures seem tailored-maid-for-ME, in such a time as this!

May Yahweh keep you.

Blessings,

CAF Notes & Links

Available in PDF and will send complimentary hard copy for free. Just post request or get PDF here

https://home.solari.com/prayers-for-the-year/

Question:

Catherine, My family is here at solari. It’s so refreshing and painfull at times, to have found a forum where the truth matters. Thank you for starting Solari.

CAF Notes & Links

Appreciate it. Hope to work with all the subscribers and allies build Solari into an intelligence network that can help us watch each others back for a very long time. Mr. Global has intelligence agencies. We need networks that can do the same for us.

Going Direct Reset

Question:

I understand that Mr Global engineers his choice for president into office. What I am wondering….is he also engineering this chaos on purpose, or is it a by product of being sloppy? Is this all to convince us democracy doesn’t work anymore and lay the ground work towards inciting civil war? Or am I
watching the Midianites duke it out and make it up as they go along? Or perhaps all of the above?

I see there is a new format now and I may have gotten this question in too late…..

CAF Notes & Links:

1. Yes, Mr. Global pushing for Biden
2. Serious factionalism – which is why there is a real contest and disagreement going on
3. Extent of the fraud was significant and very sloppy – cult like proportions
   https://consentfactory.org/2020/10/13/the-covidian-cult/
4. Can not yet see where they want to go in terms of civil war and depopulation – clearly will open borders by significant amounts
   What will they do with Phoenix Program type armies and Rioter
   Critical to work with state legislators and local councils and Sheriffs
   Food, food, food
5. Covid – 19 – initial goal was to take out Trump and any form of populism
6. BIG UK – Carney, LaGuarde, IMF, etc on New Green Deal

Question:

Catherine

If the Govt can just simply go in and take bitcoin, How can anyone believe it is secure?

CAF Notes & Links:
Don't know. It has never been secure. My 2017 due diligence experience and speech.

Access to date from – keyboard, in and out, exchange plus court orders and subpoena – people melt and give up everything.

Not to mention they have already caught bad guys using it by tracking it back when they access the banking system to retrieve funds. If its not in you hand you don't own it?

Question is – if you hold it off line can you stop them – my guess is no, they will make it so you can never use it.

When CBC comes rolling out, most of the others will be integrated or slowly lose markets share.

**Question:**

I am in Canada, and I have friends who are still distracted by the US election. I enjoy listening to George Webb. He worked for his own tech company and then found the need to become a Citizen Journalist. He was kicked off youtube in July 2020 .... his 4000 youtube videos were dumped. (Webb has reposted some of his work on Brighteon <https://www.brighteon.com/new-search?query=george%20webb&page=1&uploaded=all> ).

In this video, I find Paul Cotrell is irritating but he does eventually calm down ... George Webb is more measured in his comments .... Webb just wants a "certified" result regardless of who the winner is. In Detroit, at 3:45 am election night, a red Ferrari led a van into the election sight with 135,000 + votes for Biden., involving Canadian intelligence operative, Warren Flood (of CSIS). <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KJ9zTpuMbXQ>
Also, some discussion of Diebold voting machines flipping "Trump" votes into "Biden" votes. This is an old story, in 2004 election, US Senator John Conyers wrote a book, "What went wrong in Ohio?"

Cheers,

CAF Notes & Links:

Voter fraud has always been significant – Diebold and computer systems took it to a whole new level – this time mail in system made it off the charts in paper system.

Note the Berkshire Hathway buybacks (9B) and Bezos stock sales (10B) this year – did any go to fund voter fraud and OZ riots or real estate acquisition? WOULD LOVE TO KNOW....

Question:
[Going Direct Reset]

Catherine – I noted this comment / observation, made on JF’s site Giza Death Star, in case you haven’t seen it. Corroborates your observation regarding civil unrest too.)

“When you compare the districts for which there are Federal Reserve Banks against the states where there is vote fraud you will see a very interesting phenomenon. Except for those districts in the middle of the U.S. almost every district has at least one state with a high number of electoral votes with voting irregularities. The statistical odds of this occurring without there being a direct relationship seems very high to me.”………..Thoughts?

Reply

CAF Notes & Links:
This is a Solari echo.

When the riots started we noted the pattern and created a database to track it. After you have logged in look at the section in the light blue part of the navigation bar called C-19: Riots by State/Fed Banks
https://home.solari.com/#popmake-130805

I believe that the Fed system is using Opportunity Zones in most of their locations to build out the early smart grids they need for an all digital control system. This was an important part of the State of Our Currencies research. Always essential to see how the local/county component of the monetary system is working.

Anticipate the voting fraud to match up – all part of building the smart grid out.

If you have not read State of Our Currencies yet, I strongly recommend.

**Question:**

November 6, 2020 at 6:46 pm Edit

An interesting observation: I am in suburban Chicago. We had an awesome and extremely conservative state rep win (incumbent; has served one term very admirably) by 15%, in spite of a very nasty campaign put on by a Democrat opposing her. We have a constitutional sheriff. Yet somehow our entire area is skewed massively toward Biden? Doesn’t make sense to vote for very conservative locals and a very liberal president…

*CAF Notes & Links*

This is a pattern that is very common across the country. The fraud is as obvious as it has ever been. Both computers and paper.
Here is the text, in case the video disappears again. It was posted by @AlexandraBruce, who some may know from Dark Journalist appearances.

YOUTUBE HAS REMOVED INTERVIEWS WITH GEN McINERNEY ABOUT THE HAMMER. I’VE REPLACED THE WAR ROOM INTERVIEW WITH ONE BY DAVE JANDA ON NOVEMBER 2, 2020 – ALSO REMOVED FROM YOUTUBE BUT NOW POSTED TO THE DAILY MOTION VIDEO PLATFORM.

Project Hammer is back in the news in a big way because we just learned that not only is it real, it runs an application called Scorecard that could flip the election today.

USAF Lt Gen Thomas McInerney (Ret) joins Steve Bannon and soon-to-be FBI Director, Sidney Powell in the War Room to discuss The Hammer, an extremely secret signals intelligence program originally developed by CIA/NSA/FBI contractor-turned-whistleblower, Dennis L. Montgomery for the Obama administration’s CIA Director, John Brennan and Director of National Intelligence, James Clapper.

THE HAMMER BACKSTORY

Gen McInerney first broke the story on March 19th, 2017 on Dr Dave Janda’s Operation Freedom podcast, including the fact that John Brennan, James Clapper, Robert Mueller and James Comey were directly involved with Barack Obama in operating The Hammer as a means of leverage and blackmail their targets. Within moments of this broadcast, Peter Strzok and Lisa Page were texting each other about it, as seen in their declassified texts!

The following day, on March 20, 2017, Comey perjured himself when he testified before the House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence that the FBI Counterintelligence Division had “no information” to support
Trump’s tweet claiming that President Obama had “wiretapped” him.

The Deep State is completely desperate to keep a lid on The Hammer. Since November 2019, former CIA officer, Kevin Shipp has been using platforms like Greg Hunter’s USA Watchdog to claim that The Hammer is a fraudulent psyop that pushed its way up to Gen Michael Flynn’s the defense team, with the potential of jeopardizing the credibility of his case.

Also, Shipp recently started telling everybody that Q is a nefarious psyop, coinciding with the exact moment when Congress voted to condemn QAnon and its believers – and at just the same moment that YouTube de-platformed dozens of our favorite creators and that Twitter and Facebook terminated thousands of users’ accounts.

Here’s how nuclear it is on Facebook: When someone asked me about QAnon, I answered with 3 words: “Q is real” and I was instantaneously locked out of my account for 12 hours for making a post associated with “domestic terrorism”!

I always liked Shipp but sadly, I can only conclude that he is a disinformant. Maybe they used The Hammer on him…

On September 21, 2020, 30-year NSA veteran, Bill Binney tweeted, “@Kevin_Shipp posted a message today implying I changed my mind about the Hammer program. he did this without talking to me. point is I have not changed my mind on this subject. it still needs to be investigated by AG Barr and Durham.”

As for James Comey, we know that he’s been aware of The Hammer since at least August 19, 2015, when Montgomery gave 47 hard drives containing over 600 million pages of documents to his office. Montgomery had become a whistleblower upon seeing firsthand how the Obama administration had turned The Hammer against Americans. He received two limited immunity agreements in exchange for evidence production and testimony.
Montgomery says the Obama White House provided 1,200 preloaded Blackberry devices to trusted Obama insiders, including to Hunter Biden and that the FBI and DOJ are in possession of this body of evidence. This would indicate that they have long been aware of Hunter and Joe Biden’s espionage activities, such as the sale of a US military technology manufacturer to the CCP via Hunter’s private equity company, Bohai Harvest.

Montgomery says the 1,200 BlackBerry devices, similar to those used by Obama and Hillary communicated over a closed encrypted secure network, known as PIN-to-PIN messaging that did not traverse the Internet, operating directly off The Hammer network. Each of those devices could access The Hammer Vault, a secret database of The Hammer’s illegally-collected data, including corporate and military intellectual property and US Defense secrets, accessible only to Obama team insiders.

Montgomery’s 600 million pages of documents show that for more than four years before the 2016 election, four contractors working for the Obama Administration’s FBI illegally surveilled American citizens. Moreover, the FISA court was made aware of this and has communicated its findings to the Justice Department.

SCORECARD

Yesterday on the War Room, Gen McInerney revealed that the Obama administration added an application to The Hammer called Scorecard, which he says, “Changes votes at a certain point in the voting stream – and by the way, the Obama administration used it in the 2012 Elections in Florida and both Obama and Biden are very familiar with this.

In their article published at TheAmericanReport.org on October 31, 2020, Mary Fanning and Alan Jones report:

“The Obama administration illegally commandeered The Hammer and Scorecard. They moved The Hammer to Fort Washington, Maryland on February 3, 2009. The Obama White House had an encrypted VPN in order
to access The Hammer at will.

“On December 20, 2015, as part of a summary of information disclosed in The Whistleblower Tapes, The American Report revealed the following on The American Report’s official Facebook page:

“Florida voter registration disk removed and new disk inserted for redistricting via “The Hammer” computer system in Fort Washington Maryland via Navy Intel cover…(they stole the Florida election via re-districting in Florida? How many other states did Brennan and Clapper do this?)”

Gen McInerney continues, “They used [Scorecard] in the Primaries and Bernie lost to Biden… So, it is ready to go. I just found out about this yesterday. Sidney [Powell] played a very important role in assisting me and [journalists] Mary Fanning and Alan Jones in trying to get the word out, so the American people know all this enthusiasm you’re talking about in Pennsylvania gets changed very quickly with this software program [Scorecard] that switches 3% of the votes.”

McInerney was in the US Air Force for 35 years, where he had an extensive operational career and retired as the Number Three man. He says, “I’m currently in the cloud business now and that’s why I’m so intimately familiar with what Hammer and Scorecard can do. And nobody knows it.”

Bannon then says, “Hammer was the single most important and the single most sophisticated, basically system that came up after 9/11 for intelligence or really counterintelligence about Radical Islamic jihad and the ability to monitor that. Is that the beginning of how this started? It was a foreign surveillance system that allowed the National Security and intelligence apparatus to watch our enemies. Is that how this thing started?”

McInerney replies, “That’s how it started, Steve. Very sophisticated. Very, very capable. It was then adopted with the software packages, like on your iPhone, to the voting business. And it was used in foreign countries. It was
then moved over to the CIA and they started looking at US Citizens. That is illegal. The CIA cannot look at US Citizens. Only the FBI, with the proper FISA warrants, etc. Sidney knows all about this. You know all about this.

“And it is extremely important, that this was taken out of the CIA when the Obama administration left. They used some kabuki to get it out. They still have it up and running. We know where it is located. It’s active tonight, it’s active, they’ve been looking at a whole host of things – as has the DNC, using false IPs – and they are looking around and they are trying to set up this voting thing that happens on Tuesday night.

“It’s gonna look good for President Trump but they’re gonna change it. And that’s the danger that America and everybody must realize.”

Bannon asks Gen McInerney, “Dennis Montgomery…he was being rounded up at his house. He had 47 hard drives I think, he had taken from Fort Meade. How does Dennis Montgomery fit into the story?”

“He’s a genius,” Gen McInerney responds. “And he loves America. Dennis invented The Hammer. Dennis invented Scorecard. He’s the programmer that made all of this happen. And he’s on our side, at great personal risk, as well as he hasn’t benefited financially from it. He’s an absolute genius. So, he’s extremely important to what’s going on.

“It would have happened in 2016, Steve, except something happened to it that night, when the Obama crowd and the Democrats tried to use it. I can’t talk about that.”

Bannon responds that when he first heard of it, Project Hammer was so compartmented that just the name of the project, itself was classified. He says, given that Gen McInerney is claiming, two days before the 2020 Election, that the DNC is going to try to steal it and given the large amount of Left Wing media watching the podcast, he asks Sidney Powell why this isn’t a ‘tinfoil hat conspiracy theory’?
Sidney replies, “Well, Gen McInerney has been talking about it for at least three years. A separate source came to me, completely unconnected out of Dallas, that had identified computer replacement of votes and there’s a story out about that, from more than a year ago. And then, now, it’s coming up again. We’ve got more verification.

“The point is, the reason this is all happening is because there are trillions of dollars at stake. The Globalists, the Communists, the Marxists, the Chinese Communist Party want to control the world and the power and the dollars that go with it. And hey have to destroy the independence of We, the People and the freedom and leadership of the United States to do that. That’s their last big target. We are the end of the line for liberty and freedom and any semblance of justice.

“They will spend any amount of money. They are willing to do absolutely anything to try to continue the graft and corruption that all of the evidence that’s now just coming out against Joe Biden exemplifies. It wasn’t just Joe Biden. It’s probably 80% of our public officials, at least in the Federal Government and many in the States, too…

“Look at General Flynn’s Twitter feed and look at the articles he’s written recently, about how important this election is. And it’s not just to this country, it is to the entire world. It is anybody who has any hope for freedom anywhere.”

Bannon comments that when Dennis Montgomery gave 47 hard drives with over 600 million pages of documents to James Comey’s office at the FBI and he asks Gen McInerney “What was he trying to expose? What should the American people know today on the eve of this election that 250 Flag Officers sent a letter to President Trump, including my old boss, Tom Hayward, that said, ‘It’s the most important election in the history of the Republic.’

“What is Montgomery trying to tell us? What is the message we need to hear today?”
“Well, he’s telling us right now, Steve that we are on the verge of being compromised through cyber warfare. Which he is a master of, he’s the most brilliant person in our country on cyber warfare and they have used this. They moved it from the intelligence – a very highly-secure program – and they’ve moved it from there over to political treachery. And that’s what it is.

“When they moved it out of the CIA, they moved it for their political use, as they have politicized the intelligence community, as we saw in the Russia Hoax and what they’ve done to General Flynn. All these things that you and Sidney have been talking about, that want to change America from what it is. It goes back to the Electoral College, to the Supreme Court. All these things are bundled to change America from being a Democratic Republic to a Totalitarian regime.

“That means a Socialist country, the next step is Communism. That’s why there can be no agreement between this Democratic Party and the Republican Party. One choice is freedom. One choice is Communism. It’s that simple…It is an either-or. If we don’t win the election, that will be the last free election this country ever has.”

Bannon then says, “Just want the DNC to know that we’re going to pull the plug on Scorecard. You’re not going to use cyber warfare to steal this election…They’re not going to steal it because we’ve got Patriots, like Gen McInerney, Sidney Powell and others, that are on watch, that are on the ramparts 24/7, OK? And we’re going to be relentless in this…We’re gonna get the plug pulled on Scorecard and Hammer. Sorry Brennan, sorry Comey, sorry DNC, sorry President Obama, sorry – not sorry!

“…This is the fight of a lifetime. This is the inflection point of the Republic. McInerney’s right. We lose this. It’s over.”

Bannon asks Sidney Powell again, why The Hammer is not a woo-woo conspiracy theory.
She replies, “Well, there’s multiple sources that this exists – an absolute confirmation of it. It’s even moved off its original site into a private company…But Obama, Biden, Brennan, Clapper, Comey, Mueller – all know about it; helped create it and know how to use it against the American people.

“There’s evidence that any number of judges, I think over 100 judges they collected information on. A lot of lawyers. Thousands of lawyers, including me, I’m told was collected on by it. And businesses, particular businesses, churches. They’ve gotten names and addresses of people from certain churches, anti-abortion groups. They’re using it for their social and political issues.”

Bannon asks, “When you’re FBI Director, you’re gonna clean all this up? Can the American People get your commitment that you’re gonna do this?”

“Yes. Regardless of political party. I will be a very Equal Opportunity offender.”

“Sidney Powell. You heard it here first.”

CAF Notes & Links:

I listened to the War Room interview. Very useful to understand the digital part of what is going on. Powell and McInerny are both credible sources – I give the chances of what they are saying to be very high.

I avoid Dave Janda IMO, absolutely and intentionally untrustworthy.

Helpful to understand the PROMIS software story – Ready Black Money by Michael Thomas.

Health
Dear Catherine-

My wife and I have just learned that our family physician is closing her practice effective December 31 2020. Locating a doctor with integrity is of crucial importance to us, and finding a good doctor in these times can be a real crap-shoot, especially on short notice. It is my hope that we can network with Solari subscribers in our area, and engage a doctor of proven integrity who practices in our area.
Can you help us?
Many Thanks!

CAF Notes & Links:

Have emailed someone in Eugene
If you are willing to go North
Klinghardt's group in WA
https://www.sophiahi.com/locations/
Also Jonathan Wright's clinic in Tahoma
My be able to recommend someone locally
Check with local Weston Price chapter

Can anyone help us in Eugene Oregon area?
Danger – government is micromanaging advice and decisions. Have to do more for ourselves in terms of education and knowledge – may want to find someone off shore.

Question:

Hi Catherine,

I am wondering if you could say something about California.

I live in San Diego and have a daughter in Oakland, California. I am
considering moving because I'm concerned that vaccines may become mandatory in this state. Do you know of potential safe places frommandatory vaccines and other madness in the U.S. or abroad?

Also from your understanding is there a real possibility that land may beconfiscated?

Thank you for all you do.

CAF Notes & Links

Push is global – so where are there clusters of people who can and will resist – state law and counties – ultimately will fight.

Yes – likely use disaster capitalism, bankrupting and mind control first

Local Gatherings

Question:

Catherine, I apologize if this has been asked already, how/where do we sign up to host gatherings? I filed a help ticket that has been closed, which was perhaps the wrong path, but never heard back from anyone via email. Again, sorry if this has been asked already, I’ve been traveling and am trying to catch up.

CAF Notes & Links:

Post at Support or send to customerservice@solari.com

Not sure where you sent your inquiry. When I saw your request, I sent to Darlene Heckman who does the training. She will contact you this coming
week. And, yes, she is being flooded with requests. Thanks!

Done a lot of training – when we send emails, not a lot of response. Many people want to try after the election or holidays. We are testing a private social media open source software to make it easier for subscribers to find other subscribers in their place. If we integrate into the site will come up in 1Q 2020.

**Question:**

Catherine, I know you have been talking about solari circles for a while now but i’m trying to figure out how to do that. I go across two states frequently and i would like to meet other solari members. I think a good idea is to have some kind of way or forum for members to post contact info by a given region. Well maybe not that level given the nsa/cia assholes but maybe some discrete way to communicate with like minded people. Say if i’m in texas well how the hell do i find somebody like minded? Having a tech savy way with security would be awesome.

**More Questions Identical Topic:**
18.1) 2nd inquiry on a Solari Social Media platform
18.2) 3rd inquiry on a Solari Social Media platform
18.3, 4, 5, 6

18a)Catherine Austin Fitts
November 8, 2020 at 1:46 pm Edit

We will consider bringing up a social media open source component. However, if we do so it will make it much easier for the people looking to stop such gatherings to track us. Is that really what we want? Why can we not find a way to do this offline?
Dustin:

We will revisit. I just caution everyone – if it is digital, it has zero integrity. The people listening and using the information – aggregated with everything you do – will use it to make it easier to track associations and gatherings. In person networking, particularly out in nature is a much better way to connect. Mankind networked and organized for thousands of years before the Internet. It is mind control that says we need it to communicate and organize.

Conspiracies benefit from discretion and secrecy.

Recommended Links

Question:

Hi Catherine:

I was wondering if you cared to comment on some people's suspicion and more contrarian views of Assange and Wikileaks. I have not subscribed to Sofia Smallstorm's newsletter long enough to know if she wrote anything in years past, but see the following links to blog posts and interviews:


<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tWj8x4qQcPc&t=1530s>

I can't help but wonder about Assange. I don't consider him a journalist because there's more to it than just dumping e-mails and other information; I
don't mean to be simplistic or demean the good Wikileaks may have done, but I think you might appreciate that there is a distinction to be made there in light of your work with noteworthy reporters over the years (Kelly O'Meara, Gary Webb, etc.). I can't say that I blame Assange for wanting to expose the Clinton syndicate. However, he seemed to present himself as this independent purveyor of transparency when he was clearly corresponding with swamp creatures like Roger Stone, all while saying he viewed both candidates negatively for being hostile to whistleblowers. Something just doesn't gel there. Add to that his involvement in the The Family cult during his childhood (could he be mind-controlled? was he abused?), Amazon's earlier role as Wikileaks' server (could Solari have survived on there very long?), and his privileged circumstances (a guest-spot on The Simpsons and always having a cushy place to live).


CAF Notes & Links:

I do consider Assange a Journalist.

Everyone gets used – nature of what we do. Question is who does what they can to stay clean.

We are struggling to be free of Amazon. Every time I think I am out, I find myself struggling with vendor who moves in or trying to find a way out of Kindle. Working on it.

No, have not read Daniels book on Wikileaks

Different pathway – Assange, Greenwald, always had supporters, sponserers, where more fashionable

We took an unfashionable pathway....felt like all sides were constantly
getting Poed at us – they simply kept us marginalized – and what we do is much less sensational/entertaining - would like to build something enduring.

Question:

So the midianites didn't kill each other....
and now we are really screwed.
QUESTION: So - in your opinion - is the story of Gideon just unfortunately hope porn?
Or what is supposed to happen next?
<https://www.bible.com/bible/406/JDG.7.7-22.ERV>

We are operating under 2 sets of rules - we follow the rules and laws - and they do what ever they want.
Including breaking almost every commandment.
While I agree it's not a good idea to start a war since the wrong people will be hurt.
What do you suggest we do?

We are blamed for not doing anything to those who victimize us
- like it's our fault for the betrayal and harm.
We are blaming the victims for not immediately understanding what is being done to us
- even though it completely contradicts a view of the world that took a lifetime to create
and which our ancestors handed down to us -and what we teach children every day - how could they all also be fooled?

So here is my request to all the alternative media yelling at us to do something:

Ok - happy to oblige if it's the smart approach.

What do you want us to do?
to whom (where is the list?) - how and when?
There are too many people who are mind controlled
- how can a mass wake up call - before it's too late - be created?

It's a high price to take that red pill as you know to determine the truth.
Not everyone can go thru it but I think they have to.

You never mention New California - Agenda 21
- who have another alternative TO AVOID CIVIL WAR BUT TAKE BACK EACH STATE.
USING THE CONSTITUTION OF THE U.S.
Why don't you EVER mention this or interview them?
He explains in this interview how the U.S. government has been undermined

INTERVIEW - March 28 2019 Interview by Dave Janda with Paul Preston:
(Want this link?)

CAF Notes & Links

1. FYI – we request you not use an AT&T email – twice been blacked, in total more than a year – this is heads up if you don't want your requests censored
2. Gideon is scripture. Under no circumstance does the Gideon story have anything to do with any timing, let alone the US Presidential election – which is a competition between factions of the pro-centralization team – and in that respect looks like some major Midianite fighting going on as we speak. Rappoport said it best – this is a 10,000 year old war. In the story of Gideon, the Midianites have occupied Israel and made a wreck fo the place. As I have said many times, I don't underestimate their ability to kill hundreds of millions of people before this is over.
3. What should you do? Depends on your purpose and what you can do where you are. First take care of you – need to be healthy and have resources. Find allies, see what you can do to build food, energy,
shelter resilience, get to know your Sheriff. Don't listen to corporate media or TV, cut screen time down, spend more time in the forest. Spiritual warfare, will turn into physical warfare – violations of Nuremberg code – you have to decide where and when you contribute and pushback. Two of the most important tool for most people to be building – prayers and food. Prayer is the best navigation tool I have ever found.

4. Did a big Solari Report on the Constitution with McKinney and did one on Agenda 21 which I have republished several times as well as a series on Technocrayc with Patrick Wood that covered all these things.

5. Will not listen to Janda – no point in sending

6. US has been undermimed by a Central bank – Treasury function run as a criminal enterprise combined with the red button problem. Then the question is what is going on behind the black budget – answer is we don't know.

7. Sounds like you had placed all your hopes on who is in the White House – specifically have said not to do that. I would prefer for the Republicans to hold the White House – but the radical reengineering will come either way.

8. Those who survive will rock and roll with their allies, not attack them. The people who “go at each other with razor blades when they are on a life raft are not going to make it.”

9. What can help you get and stay grounded, coherent and take your anger and fear out on your allies – you need to figure that out – if you do you will have much greater success at navigating.

Question:
November 9, 2020 at 7:42 am Edit

US Bishops conference claiming Biden second ” Catholic President”. I am done moved to Greek Orthodoxy. The Catholics are sheep and the Catholic Church leading them to the slaughter. <https://youtu.be/kj7035mtnjE>
CAF Notes & Links

UNBELIEVABLE WHAT IS HAPPENING TO THE CATHOLIC CHURCH – full on Trans-humanism

Question:

November 8, 2020 at 8:28 pm Edit

Reporting by Dark Journalist concerning voter fraud. 
[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FL_6qd0RR3c]

CAF Notes & Links

Dark Journalist has some very interesting insights. We will record a discussion on current events shortly

Question:

In regards to the election, i’ve heard so many theories about what’s happening behind the scenes. I really don’t know what to believe at this point. The fraud is very transparent!
I do find it odd Benjamin Netanyahu publicly congratulated Joe Biden on a victory. Considering nothings been verified yet. That makes me wonder if this really is the end of trumps presidency?

Reply

CAF Notes & Links

Catherine Austin Fitts says:
November 8, 2020 at 1:49 pm Edit
I will talk about this on Money and Markets. The openness of the fraud is part of the cult conditioning.

<https://consentfactory.org/2020/10/13/the-covidian-cult/>


Tucker Carlson gave a list on his show tonight of evidence they had reviewed. DOJ under Barr giving the green light to investigation means it is real.

Don't assume this is over. It is not. State certifications are required. Media trying to call it and world leaders was cheap. Not sure what Got McConnell coming in but if both Barr and McConnell are in, don't assume Biden will win. Still fluid.

**Question:**

Catherine – Thanks for that great post – I made at least a 90 degree turn toward sanity, after reading the essay and the book review. Just what I needed! Another entry in the “Truth will set you free” column was an online interview I ran across between Dr. Carrie Madej and Dr. Andrew Kaufman which covered some unusual content dovetailing with info. you have been presenting. The whole interview was worthwhile because Carrie talks from a historical perspective of her early medical education and training up to present. I’m guessing she’s been practicing for at least 15 yrs. but she began to see inconsistencies in her education and training early on. She has been systematically discouraged for questioning, at every single level of the medical bureaucracy & hierarchy. Fortunately for her patients, she has only become more enlightened, inspired, and candid about helping the humans in her care. A few highlights of the interview: 30:00 Andrew mentions the idea of people abandoning expensive medical insurance because the premiums are too high in most cases versus the risk if people are responsible for themselves or would consider another model of care. 33:00 – Carrie discovers that
“Tetanus” does not exist! (But we’ve all had the shot one time or other right?), 44:00 – (2014) – Scientific meeting in Las Vegas where presenter talks about we now have “Designer Babies” -(People playing God) and we’ll soon be downloading vaccines from smart phones. 51:00 – (2015) – Nefarious exclusive business medical meeting in Atlanta (pilot Smart City), where audience gives the very controversial presenter a standing ovation. (Cult like behavior?! : )….She was shocked and dismayed! Further on, excellent explanation & commentary on Hydrogel related to Covid vaccine, (once it’s in, we can’t get it out ever),,,,,,,,, etc.

<https://www.bitchute.com/video/mfarvNbCr2Hh/>

CAF Notes & Links:

Will post. THANKS!

Question:

Children’s Health Defense and Orange County CA attorney Leigh Dundas video summary (early Sat 7th Nov a.m.) of Trump campaign conference call on voting fraud: <https://www.youtube.com/embed/n4d92iPekto>

Similar points covered in this Jay Valentine article: https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2020/11/wait_just_a_minute_some_very_good_news_may_be_coming.html

Voter fraud is kind of like larceny. A little is OK. It is even kind of entertaining. Dead people have been voting for a hundred years in Democratic cities. It is such a constant that one would think the Republican Party would consider a Dead Voter Outreach program to get their share. But voter fraud on this scale is just not sustainable. It does not pass the common sense test … I think D.J. has to swing one state. Actually, one electoral vote. Not only is this thing not over, but the Biden team must be sweating bullets.

<https://sputniknews.com/amp/us-elections-2020-
US President Donald Trump’s campaign attorney has demanded recounts in every state using the software that wrongly gave 6,000 votes to Democrats in one Michigan county … “If 30 states have used the software that there’s already proved to be a glitch of 6,000 votes in one balloting area… lawyers should be… demanding a manual recount,” Sekulow said. “post-election litigation is important to protect the integrity of the election process, as the president said, and to protect the constitution frankly.”

Dominion Voting Systems has apparent ties to Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi, a Democrat. Bloomberg reported in April of last year that Dominion Voting Systems — which commands more than a third of the voting-machine market without having Washington lobbyists — has hired its first, a high-powered firm that includes a longtime aide to Speaker Nancy Pelosi. They hired Brownstein Farber Hyatt & Schreck. Nadeam Elshami, Pelosi’s former chief of staff, is one of the lobbyists on the account.

“THE HAMMER” is a counter-intelligence surveillance program used to spy on activities on protected networks (like voting machines) without detection while “Scorecard” is a vote-manipulation application that changes votes during transfer. It’s the least detectable form of election manipulation because it works during data transfer between voting stations and data storage hubs. Unless both sides are looking for irregularities, it’s impossible to catch. If nefarious forces had people on one side or the other (or both) during data transfer, it cannot be exposed.

If a computer system appears to wake up in the night, when a national election has stopped counting votes, and “glitches” votes from one candidate
to another, guess what: it isn’t the standard code … vote-counting software would be highly unlikely to do this during an election. These kinds of problems are solved during the quality assurance testing as the first item one might check. Such checks would be run over and over against every conceivable circumstance … So when you hear that there is a “glitch” in the dark of night and votes got moved around, you can bet it wasn’t the lightning strike or a broken water pipe. It was someone changing something. It likely left some tracks. And my experience is there will be lots of tracks. Competent forensic investigators know just where to look. They are likely to find that someone changed something, and it was not a “glitch.”

Sidney Powell discusses Hammer and Scorecard with Lou Dobbs on CNN <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ycAPk_DJo_w>

CAF Notes & Links:

Barr and McConnell are in and fighting. So this could get interesting.

**Question:**

Last 10 mins of today’s Trump press conference, with Rudy Giuliani, has a good summary of lawsuits:
<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hqPqPjQFXeQ&t=46m38s>


Trump has assembled a high-powered legal team to combat what it says is executive and judicial overreach in key battleground states led by Democratic governors. The Elections Clause of the Constitution (Article I, Section 4) gives state legislatures the authority to set the time, place and manner of federal elections, i.e., the rules governing the election process, including absentee ballots. Republicans say this legislative power has been eroded by both executive and judicial mission creep.
Why would media announce now if election outcome is still pending? For one, they can make money in both directions, like the stock market. 

… key media lesson of the past four years: Redefining yourself for the Trump era makes for good business. Ask the Times, CNN, MSNBC, or the Washington Post … “What would go away is the bad guy in the story. There’s no antagonist. So what are we tuning in for?” said Jonathan Klein, the former president of CNN. “Grandpa is a nice guy. Everybody might be relieved to not watch as much cable news anymore and go find a book to read, a garden to plant, or a socially-distanced walk to take.”

A tweet on mind-control and propaganda data calibration benefits of this announcement, a technique seen earlier in 2020: 
<https://twitter.com/itsmrretard3d/status/1324808846012010497>

Get ready for the Biden win tweets/news reports. The media wants to see the public’s response based on sheer news coverage and no official ruling … the media and the dems both want to know the number of Americans that will believe this tweet and similar news coverage … They want to know this number for when tech companies really ban all of us from social media and the media fully commits to highjacking a future election. It’s good to know how many people will buy it wholesale, how many people will believe but disagree, how many will doubt etc.
Reply :

Successful whiteout: AP Biden announcement was 2 minutes earlier than today’s 11:30 AM Trump press conference with Giuliani on lawsuits for PA voting: 
<https://twitter.com/ap/status/1325112826072084480>
CAF Notes & Links:

Yup. The media is out to completely white out not just trump but the citizens. Paid assassins. Not working, Barr and McConnell now in the fight. That means they have enough evidence in enough states to turn this. And money to make the fight.

Question:

I’ve been following Ivor Cummins out of Ireland for a while. His covid research and videos are quite good, especially his most recent one “CRUCIAL Viral Update! * The Bottom Lines on this Issue * UK Revelations a Plenty!” where he interviews Nick Hudson who is involved with Panda – “Pandemics – Data and Analytics.” <http://www.panda.org> Lots of very accomplished people on Panda’s team working to uncover the scam.

Here is a link to the Ivor Cummins interview: <https://www.bitchute.com/video/cAvqa1Po6WuX/>

CAF Notes & Links:

Thanks. Will post!

Shadow Work
I can see that one of the major crises of our times is “how do you know what you know”. It has always been a major issue but it is just bubbling up to the surface now. SO many people can now see what Catherine discovered years ago. Now at least 30% of the people are realizing “they are lying to us”. It is so obvious to anyone remotely curious.

I think there will be a mass defection away from the MSM and people will be vigorously searching for truth. Catherine discovered the problem the had way early. Most of us subscribers got suspicious of the official reality faster that the average Joe and have had a hard time trying to tryimg to inform our friends and family that all is not what is seems to be. But now the knowledge is filtering into more of the mainstream . I do not know where all this will lead to but I am pretty sure the changes to society will be profound.

CAF Notes & Links:

Major changes coming
Reset is to extend life
Will have to fail or morph to something else
Lets pray it is not war

Question:

Why specifically do you recommend Infomaniak, a EU company, over other US hosting/webmail providers? I was under the impression that US law is kinder to take downs.

Reply

CAF Notes & Links:
My personal experience was in 1997 with numerous US providers — it turned out they and DOJ never bothered with the law. There was no law.

**CAF Notes & Links:**

**Question:**

FYI. After hearing people having difficulty getting non PC books online, I hope it is useful to know that Barnes and Noble has been reliable in the years I have purchased from them. Elana Freeland to Dr. Cowan to David Talbot — in stock, no cancelled orders, arrive somewhat within the mentioned timeframe.

**Reply**

**CAF Notes & Links:**

That has been my experience. They don’t always have it and unfortunately, it will not work for the Netherlands.

Check out best books for the year and Book Reviews — trying to do at least 2-4 a month. Piling up in my tiny apartment overlooking the Ijsselmeer!

**Take Action**

**Question:**

Where do you consider the best places to move now, both inside and outside the United States? I have read through both the States Financial reports that you recommended as well Joel Skousen's "Strategic Relocation". Background: Job and income are location independent, so long as I can get internet I don't care where it is.
Also

Any updates on jurisdictions/good places to move/put down roots?
The current list as I understand it:
Idaho
Utah
South Dakota
Tennessee – status update on Tennessee?
Where do Florida and Texas stand? And other additions to the above list?

GO THROUGH PLACES

Where is your purpose
Why I developed base camp/nomadic way of thinking
Why I am not in HV

CAF Notes & Links

Question:
November 8, 2020 at 12:42 pm Edit
Do we even have a United States to work on? China is back to work; whilst we’re losing more and more jobs – close to half of my friends have either had hours cut or lost jobs entirely. I am by no means anti-chinese; hell in my middle school I used to fist fight to protect the Chinese kids from getting beat up by the “jocks/rednecks” etc and actually took punches to protect them. I’ve now started to notice more and more food at grocery stores is from China; I’m a acute label scrutinizer. At our clubhouse, which is very exclusive, there is Chinese graffiti on the outside written entirely in Chinese so none of us knows what is says.

Only thing I cherished about the U.S is/was the freedom and once the freedom goes I shall jettison as well. Good luck and peace to all.
CAF Notes & Links

Freedom is alive and well in many places and many people. Recommend you think more bottom up. WHERE IS FREEDOM ALIVE IN THE CULTURE

But what do we mean by the American Revolution? Do we mean the American war? The Revolution was effected before the war commenced. The Revolution was in the minds and hearts of the people; a change in their religious sentiments of their duties and obligations.

Conclusion:

FOCUS ON THE PRACTICAL - FOOD, ENERGY, SHELTER, SECURITY

AVOID CULT, AVOID FEAR

I wish you Good Hunting!

Additional Resources

Send in questions:
Askcatherine@solari.com
Subscriber input